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VERBAVOLANT SCRIPTA MANENT 
. . 
University of San Diego School of Law 
Volume 41, Issue 7 
I am leaving but I will not be 
forgotten! .Reminisce with me: 
One 3L Looks Back at his Time at 
USDLaw 
by Aaron Dumas, Staff Writer W. hat better way to end my law school career writing for Motions than by attempting to write my last article 
in the form of an outline (something 
that for 3. years I have struggled to create) 
FIRST TIMES 
Remember the first time you realized that 
That kid who annoyed everyone in class was your 
friend 
That a Dean's kegger was truly a kegger 
That a law school function was not complete without 
alcohol and lots of it · 
That merely hanging with a member of the opposite 
sex would spark a rumor 
"Things that someone should have told us. be"" 
fore we entered law-school: .. . Break up wiih 
your Girlfriend!" 
That your class fell on the same time as Monday 
·night football (seriously can someone check the· 
scheduling before these classes are set up, a Monday 
seminar would workjust as well on a Tuesday night 
when nothing good is on TY anYWay) . _ 
That nerdy could be sexy (at least I really hope it is 
because seriously ... some of us need all the help we 
can get) · 
That smoking hot in law school is known as just 
about average everywhere else , 
That you are no longer funny except to people in law 
school: Sadly no one outside of law school would 
care to lookup Doe v. Moe, 827 N.E.2d 240 (Mass. 
Ct. App. 2005) a: case in which the Massachuseti:s . 
please see Final Farewell, continued page 11. 
Bids for Beads: 
Women's Law Caucus ~nnual Faculty · 
Auction a Succcess 
by Maria Shih, Contributor 
0 n February 281\ Women's Law Caucus (WLC) transformed the staid old Writs into a jamboree, for a good cause, of course. The 
Writs was festooned with balloons and beads 
with complimentary food and libation. WLC held their 
annual Faculty Auction to raise money for the LRAP and 
Becky's House, a transitional home for domestic violence 
victims. · 
The USD Faculty generously donated their time 
and offered creative outings for bidding. Professors . 
Michael "C'mon you can do better" Devitt and Michael 
"Go Big" KeHygraciouslyMC'd the event. With the .. 
MCs tag-teaming during the bidding, i.e. egging bidders 
on, stuqents gave magnanimously. The WLC auction 
was a hµge success, raising $6500. 
The big ticket items were a four course gour;met 
meal and wine pairing for eight students donated by 
Professors Kris and Stan Panikowski with Professors 
Laurence Claus and Michael Devitl; and wine tasting with 
Professors Allen Snyder andLynneLasry. The gourmet 
meaLbrought in a bid of$650. The wine tasting was so 
tempting, then~ were two sets, one going for $600, the 
other for $675. See below for other items donated so you 
can scope out what you want for next year. 
Thanks to all the faculty and students who gave 
so generously for a good cause. The Women's Law 
Caucus. is a student group advocating women's issues, 
law students ofboth sexes are welcome. 
See WLC, continued page 6. 
Two USD Law Students Named EJW 
Fellows 
by Kirsten Widner, Contributor 
2006 EJW Fellow, Summer Stech. 
·T. . he words "Equal Justice Works Fellowship"· 
. may not mean much to most students, but to 
.·· .. those of us pursuing a public interest career . 
. . . they represent the holy grail. These fellowships 
· provide prestige in the field, the ability to spend two · 
"Only about fifty of these are awarded each year, and 
they go to students from some ofthe bestlaw schools in 
the county: This year, tWo of these were awarded to USD 
students. " · 
years working on a project created by and for you, and 
some assistance in repaying student loans. Only about 
. fifty of these are awarded each year, and they go to 
students from some of the best law schools in the county. 
This year, two Of these were awarded.to USD students. 
One ·of the unique things about an EJW . 
Fellowship is that it ailows you to design a project around 
a population or area oflaw that you are passionate about. 
Summer Stech, a·4L student, was awarded an Equal 
Justice Works Fellowship for her project, The Children 
and Youth Advocacy Project (CYAP), which will help 
·children and youth with developmental disabilities in San 
Diego County School Districts with their legal needs in 
the areas of special education, conservatorships, life· skills 
education, and workplac~ accessibility. CYAP will serve 
young people who currently lack access to these services 
due to their disability and/or financial means. 
This project is dear to Summer's heart because 
before coming to law school, she had a career as a . 
· special education teacher. After graduating from Boston 
University with a degree in special education, Summer 
worked as an Inclusion Specialist for San Diego Unified 
School District (SDUSD). As both an educator and a case 
manger for students with developmental. disabilities who 
were fully included in general education, she became 
aware of some of the legal proolems faced by these 
students and their families. The frustrations she faced in 
trying to get this population appropriate services inspired 
her to come to law school so that she could become a 
.full-time advocate. 
. Equal Justice WorksFell9wships are funded by 
private donors, and hosted by non-profit organizations. 
The host orgariization serves as the Fellow's employer, 
provides a work space~ training, supel"Vision, benefits 
and other support that enables the Fellow to successfully 
carry out the goals of the project. Summer's projectis 
funded by the law firm Latham and Watkins. It is hosted 
by Legal Aid of San Diego. 
USD's other new EJW Fellow is Kriste 
Draper. Kriste, currently a 3 L student, will be creating 
and running the Homeless Youth Opportunity Project 
. (HYOP). This project will provide transient, hard-to-
reach homeless youth with the legal assistance they need 
to secure health and educational services. Kriste has spent 
Please see EJW Fellowship, continued page 6. 
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2006 Paul A. McLennon, Sr. Honors 
Moot Court Competition 
by Thomas Feiter, Senior Staff Writer 
I D. ·un .. ·n.g registr.ation last sem. este.r, .. I thou.ght.· long and hard about whether· I wanted to undertake · . the daunting task of participating in another 
appellate competition~ namely; McLennon. 
I know many of the people who took the plunge with 
me also had reservations about enrolling in the course 
. - especially my fellow 3Ls. However, now that it is over, 
I think we are all glad that we decided to go through with 
it. If nothing else, there is that sense of accomplishment 
that follows after every major competition. 
"Every competit_or had to argue at least thr_ee 
times before a panel of experienced lawyers. · 
Furthermore, every competitor had to be ready 
to argue both sides ofthe case." 
McLennan is unlike other Intramural Moot 
Court Competitions in a few different respects: (1) 
students mustregister to be in th<; competition/course; 
(2) first-time participants can earn one unit of credit; (3) 
there are four mandatory class sessions; and ( 4) there 
are a lot more competitors involved..::.. this year, 94. 
Organi~ed by Amber Ward and the rest of the Appellate 
Moot Court Board, the competition consists of two 
preliminary rounds, a third round, an elimination round, 
. and a semi-final round, ~utminating in the final round 
argued before a distinguished panel of judges. This year, 
presided over by the Honorable Diane P. Wood from the 
7th U.S. Circuit Court ofAppeals. . 
. _ From discussions with fellow law students, 
the biggest deterrent to enrolling in McLenncm was not 
the oral arguments but the 20-25-page brief that each 
participant is required to write. Having written my own 
brief in this competition, I can say that it was no picnic. 
To start, we were all given a record that consisted of216 
pages. Among other documents, the record contained 
motions, court orders, amicus briefs, and expert 
·declarations associated with the case. Nowif216 pages 
don't sound like enough reading for you, there is plenty 
of outside research that is required. Competitors are on 
their own to find the current case law on point. 
From Lawyering Skills I, we all know what it is 
like to do Westlaw or Lexis research, find the appropriate 
case law, read the cases, synthesize the law, and write 
a brief in an organized and cogent manner. It's not 
something you look forward to doing on your weekends. 
Once the brief is written, you have to be sure your cites 
comply with the rules of the Blue. Book, include a table 
of contents, a table of authorities and a statement of 
jurisdiction. Finally, you turn in three copies of the brief 
with a color cover sheet on each (blue for the appellant 
and red for the respondent). 
Please see McLenlion, continued page 7. 
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The fact is that, regardless of the mixed emotions with 
. . . . . . which people discuss the legal profession, iris still one of 
. .ft. .. . . .· .. irst off, I'd like io congratulate my colleaglles . a handful of the highest esteemed professions . 
· · · · .·.who, after years of grueling work are finally .• Going into Law School; I had the prescience to 
· · . · . graduating~ The-journey isn't quite over yet- af- realize that whatever my expectations were, things would 
. . f · .. eyp 
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, · 5998 Alcala Park 
San Diego, CA 92110 
619-260-4600; ext. 4343 
· ,usdlawmotions@gtnail.com 
Our mission is to provide news, information, 
analysis and··commentary to. the students, .fac~ 
. ·ulty and staff of the University of San_ Diego, 
the University of San Diego School of Law, 
and the general legal community of San Diego._.· 
We believe thatjoumalistic excellence is the 
soundest foundation for success. We pledge to 
seek and report· the truth with honesty,:accura~ 
. cy, artd fairness. These principles are cautiously . 
. guarded by each member of _the Motion staff .. 
· ter all, there's stillthe daunting Hat to study for. · · · be different than whatlthought. And that has certainly_ · 
. For ID.any, the journey start~dlong before set~ been the case. I certainly didn;t expect to see my first 
ting foot in Warren Hall. Some of us have been workiflg female mud"Wrestling match my fivst week; my only 
towards this formuch fonger. I, for one, did not list''bal- response to that debacle being thatI had better be ranked 
lerina" or, like my sister, "pony'' as my professional go!J]_ higher than e!ther of those ladies: The only thing that has . 
as a child. Though in some respects, working towards' completely fulfiijed my expectations.about Law Schoolis 
being a pony might've been less· discouraging than_ work- that I had. to work my butt. off 
ing towards being a laWYer. For one; mostpeople don't . . A lot has changed sirice those first days of 
despise, fear, or distrust ponies.· Secondly, if one shared schoolc I remem,ber something about a fox and that 
one's goal of becoming a pony, everyone from complete .· obnoxious guy who· asked during orientation, "when do 
strangers to family member's would probably not respond they let you know that you 're on Law Review?" That guy 
by immediately expressing their disgust and vehemently ended up being one. of my best friends, butl still couldn't 
attempting to pursuade one otherwise. tell you who owns that stupid fox. I recall obsessively 
Fortunately, the people that mattered b:iosthave discussing the nuances of cases before Class; now the 
always been,sl!pportive- my parents, Bert and Mary common discussion is· who is the least prep!ll"ed and how 
Slezinger, have always supported me in my decision. If they're going to pass if called on. . . . 
itweren'tfortheir support arid attention (and sometimes, · . Attimes; the path has been murky at best. I've 
over~attention) I would not have accomplished all I have felt confused and discouraged. But, sitting in a board 
in my life. My fatber/abanker, always told me; "Never room recently, as the legal department of a company (for 
go into Banking, you just deal with a bunch of a**holes · which I will be working) expfained to the CEO; Presi-
. all day long! 1" As •an attorney,J'm not ce1;tain I'll com- dent,. and other managers about how we· are going to-try 
pletefy escape thatfate, out he seems to be proud, Part of · · to protect their Intellectual.Property and Trade Secrets, I . 
this, is thatwhile most non-attorneys have a reasonable . · became ecstatic to realize that not only did I completely 
degree of Skepticism towards anyone inour profession, understand what they were talking about, these other. · 
they would always rather have us ofi. their side than be guys did not. I watched a highly successful, middle.'.aged . 
against them. · .· .· . . . . man nearly throw a hissy fit over things I could've told · 
When I worked in an investment bank in San · himmy sec~nd year. Suddenly I felt very relevant, even a 
Francisco after college; a Vice President tried to. convince · · bit indispensible, and like my hard work had payed off . 
· .. me to go to. Busines.s ·School rather than Law School, say- F d like to thank. all my· friends for making · 
· irig "Law school is too intellectUal, and besides, we make · the lastthree years some of the best of my life and the 
· more money!'' On a.recent visit to San Francisco, the. inspiring professors' Who have challenged me over and 
---'_;_"'---"-_;_'--'--'-----........ '---'--_.,..;.;...... _ _... ........ ......_. · .··VP,.with whoni I've remained friends, said "Aren't you over, and, once again, my parents for their support. I wish 
glad you didn'tlisten to me?!_'' Of course, I never really everyone the best of luck for the future. Congratulations, 
BUSINESS &ADVERTISING · 
Edward Tsang . 
·SBALIASON 
Pierre Basmaji 
Jared Ackley 
Becky Blain 
· Aaron Dumas 
The contents of this newspaper .do not refleCt 
the' views or opiriions of the. University ()f San 
Diego School of Law, the University of San Di~ 
ego School .ofLaw News Qrganizatfon, or the 
Editors; Directors . or Staff of this newspaper 
·.and are solely the products ofthe authors in their 
individual capacities. Unsigned editorials reflect 
onlytheviewofthe EditorialBoard ofthisnews-
. paper, · a Student ·Organization consistent with 
University of San Diego School of Law policies. 
considered not going to law school for a secondo . .Class of 2006 ! ! ! . ·· 
Anotherfriend, with whom I spoke with recent:c. 
ly, who is finishing his LLM at our esteeiiied institution; 
described the way that even successful business people 
. with B-school degrees tend to put attorneys on a pedestal. 
Sincerely; 
Laura A. Slezinger 
. Edltor-In-Chief 
perspective ofthe speaker. I fin~ it hard to believe that 
the audience reaction was merely due to shock. No 
matt.er how liberal or conservative one claims to be,· what · 
·· · occurred on March 20 is NEVER appropriate and will 
NEVER be an effective, much less efficient, way to bring 
about change. · 
In all of my experience, (and I am well aware 
many would label it inexperience,) I have learned . 
one thing about matters such as this: no matter what 
the platform, NO side can be effectively advanced 
through the abandonment ofariy and all sense of grace, 
dignity,' poise, respect, and maturity: I l:!-ffi reluctant to 
acknowledge that even we law stUdents, as self-professed 
seekers of justice and equality, have not at this point in 
. many 6four lives learn'.ed to endure the communication 
of opinions we might find distasteful; while maintaining 
· decotuffi and resped for the one who holds that view. Is 
.. •this attitude supposed to be switched on and off as we . 
enter and leave the courtroom or the presence of a client? . 
. · I should hope to think not. · · 
· . ·As representatives of the University of San 
· Diego School .of Law, we made a poor showin~ ·of not 
only 'out mamiers, but also the quality ofour education. 
· I was ashamed to be associated with such ill-mann~red 
· representatives of our student body .. Hopefully in the· · 
· ·.future we will be able to attend a controversial lecture 
without fearing thatthe. moment an unpopular idea _is . 
. sugge$ted; the audience will transform into a disquieted 
. group ofadolesce:µts with enough mumbling to rival a 
kindergarten class that has just heard their recess has 
been cancelled. . . 
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So You're Thinking about the JAG 
Corps? 
by Thomas Feiter, Senior Staf/Writer 
I.f you .think you mi. ghtb. e. intereste .. d .in. ·a. career .. as .. a· military lawyer, this article might be of help to you. About three and half years ago, I applied to be 
an officer in the Marine Corps. I worked out often, 
· had a clean background, and always adinired my father 
and grandfather for their military service. But for one 
reason or another,Topted to go to law school instead and 
matriculated at the University of San Diego School of 
Law. · 
Once I began law school, I quickly learned that 
our graduates can start out making well over $100,000 
a year. I was intrigued to say the least. I thought one of 
thosejobs was destined to be mine. To meet that end, I 
did what! needed to do to schedule interviews with the 
major NALP Directory law firms. During my second year 
of law school, I found myself doing just that. 
During my interviews and callbacks with these 
law firms, I was in a position to see first-hand how 
a typical big-firm associate spent his or her days. To 
MOTIONS 
law degree. There are so many areas in which we may 
practice. With such diversity, each of us is bound to find 
our own happy niche. 
As for me, I live a rather active lifestyle. At this 
point in my life, my ideal job would be nine to five, with 
plenty of vacation time, travel, great benefits and pay. 
Additionally, I thought it would be nice to find a job that 
would value and encourage physical fitness. I believe I 
found that job in the United States Armed Forces as a 
Judge Advocate (or JAG for JudgeAdvocateGeneral), . 
which brings me to the crux of this articie. 
To start, you can go with any of the branches 
-Anny, Navy, Air Force or Marine Corps. All have 
similarities and differences, but each needs lawyers. 
If you want to be in any particular branch, you 
should speak with officers you or your friends know, and· 
perhaps even an Officer Selection Officer (or OSO). The 
time commitment involved may be different for each. 
Typically, it will be four years. 
While the Army, Navy, and Air Force put their 
new Judge Advocates through some form of Military 
Justice School and Officer Training, the Marine Corps is 
the only branch that requires their judge advocate officers 
April 2006 
what you'll be making right out oflaw school. But I can 
tell you what you can expect to make six months into any 
JAG program. At that time, your rank should be that of 
Captain (unless you are in the Navy, where the equivalent 
rank is Lieutenant). As a Judge Advocate and Captain, 
your base pay will be $38,656. On top of that, you will 
receive a Base Allowance for Housing (or BAH) of 
$21, 708 if you are single and stationed here in San Diego. 
This portion of you income is based on geographic duty 
location, pay grade, and dependency status. Additionally, 
you will receive $2,250 as a Basic Allowance for 
Subsistence (or l3AS). 
One.of the benefits of the military is that neither 
your BAH nor your BAS is taxable. Therefore, the 
$23,958 non~taxable portion of your salary ($21,708 of 
BAH andthe $2,250·ofBAS) is equivalent to $31,943.of 
a taxable salary~ 1 That means that the civilian equivalent 
to a,_ Judge Advocate's salary is $70,600. 
"One third-year associate even told me that there is a saying at her .firm that 'If you don't come 
in on Saturday, don't bother coming in on Sunday!"' 
After I ran and checked these numbers, I quickly 
dispelled my. false belit;f that military pay was inferior. 
After all, the San Diego City Attorney's Office starts their 
Deputy City Attorneys at $58,089, with about 20 days of 
sick leave/vacation, and medical/dental plans for which 
you can pay. A San Diego District Attorney or Public 
Defender has a starting salary of$53,060 and benefits 
comparable to that of a Deputy CityAttorney. 
. Furthermore, each branch I looked into has law 
school loan repayment bonuses for officers. The Marine 
Corps offers a $50,000 signing bonus if you stay in fora 
second, four-year tour and another $10,000 for your third. 
The Anny offers $25,000 for your first two years, another 
$25,000 for your second two years, and an additional 
$10,000 after four years. 
put it lightly, it wasn't what I thought. From all of the 
associates with whom I spoke, the one thing they all 
had in common is that they worked a lot - I mean a lot. 
Twelve-hour days were not uncoinmon. One third-year 
associate even told me that there is a saying at her firm 
that "If you don't come in on Saturday, don't bother 
coming in on Sunday!" 
Now there is work to be done and justice to 
be found :In the law. Like most law students, I have 
never been afraid of hard work But I subscribe to the 
philosophy that there should be a balance between work 
and physical health. For example, how many lawyers are 
physically fit? How many can run three miles? One mile? 
In my experience, not too many. 
During my four-year tenure as a stockbroker 
(my life before law school), I saw first-hand how 
intelligent people lust for money as if it were what is 
most important in life. I was surprised to see how they 
lost their health to make money - but then lost their 
. money to restore their health! Ironic futility~ I thought. 
"Soon you'll be ashes or bones. A mere name, 
at most - and even that is just a sound, and echo. The 
things we want in life are empty, stale, and trivial. 
Until annihilation or metamorphosis, all you can do is 
honor and revere the gods, treat human beings as they 
deserve, be tolerant with others and strict with yourself. 
Remember, nothing belongs to you but your flesh and 
blood - and nothing else is under your control." Marcus 
Aurelius, Meditations, Book Five. 
If there is· one fundamental truth I have learned 
in my studies and in life, it is this - life is short. Money 
can't buy happiness, although- I realize that it really helps! 
Nevertheless, I don't intend on spending the rest of my 
twenties doing research for a case about which I don't 
care. I want to be in a courtroom, representing real clients 
who need my help; acting as a zealous advocate for 
people with life-impacting issues. 
I would like to work diligently as an attorney, 
applying my knowledge and skill to represent my clients 
to the best of my abilities - so .that they can live their 
lives. But at the end of the day, I would like to go home 
and live my own life, enjoying time with my own family. 
Most of us graduating are in our mid to late-' 
twenties, and we have social lives now that we will 
never have again in our forties or even late thirties. I 
wonder how I will look back on the manner in which I 
spent those years following law school. With regret of 
years wasted or with a comfortable satisfaction of having 
accomplished my goals while living life? Do I ~ant to 
spend those years billing as many hours as I can and 
trying to make partner? 
For each of us, the answer is different. For some 
of us, large law firms are a perfect fit and will be the best 
long-term decision. They just aren't the rightfit for me at 
this juncture. 
So on a more contemporary note, allow me to 
quote the movie Office Space. ,;We don't have a lot of 
time 0:11 this earth! We weren't meant to spend it this way. 
· Human beings, were not meant to .sit in little cubicles, 
staring at computer screens all day, filling out useless 
forms." 
For among other reasons, I applied to law school 
so that I could give myself and my family a better life. I 
didn't want my Juris Doctorate degree to obligate myself 
to a lifetime of thorny, lackluster work. But it doesn't 
have to be that way - and that is part of the beauty of a 
go through the same training courses as all Marines, 
including six months oftraining at The Basic School 
after ten weeks of Officer Candidate School. Thereafter, 
Marine JAG Corps Candidates attend nine weeks of 
Naval Justice School. 
The Air Force, as another example, puts 
new JAG Corps candidates through six weeks of 
Commissioned Officer Training (or COT) and a nine-
week Judge Advocate Staff Officer Course (or JASOC). 
The Marine Corps turned out to be one of the 
branches with which I applied. The application process 
was not an easy one. To put an application together, 
you need to fill out a rather lengthy application, have a 
background check run, go through a meticulous medical 
clearance process, and score high on the physical fitness 
test (or PFT). The higher your PFT score, the better your 
chances of acceptance. To max out on the PFT, you need 
to be able to do 20 Marine pull-ups, 100 crunches in 2 
minutes, and run 3 miles in 18 minutes. 
To be competitive, you should be able to score 
close to each of those. Nowifyouwould like to avoid 
this kind of physical rigor, you can always apply with the 
Anny, Navy, orAir Force. Those branches do not require 
a PFT score for your JAG application. 
As far as the application process for the other 
branches, the best advice I can give is to contact an 
officer in that branch (preferably a Judge Advocate) 
and ask with whom you should talk about JAG Corps 
programs. Recruiters are helpful, but I always find it 
better to talk with someone who is actively practicing .In 
the area in which you are interested. 
Okay, but wh~t about the money? Of course, one 
of the upsides to being a lawyer is the great pay, right? 
For the most part, yes. But what are you really going to 
make as a lawyer in the military? 
· Each branch differs in how it compensates its 
JAG Corps Officers during training, so it's hard to say 
Another considerable benefit of the military is 
that personnel and their dependents receive commissary 
and exchange benefits. Commissaries are grocery stores 
on base and exchanges are large department store-like· 
shops. These installations sell goods for discounted prices 
and do.not charge sales tax. 
So here's what it comet> down to. If you want to 
be a Judge Advocate in any branch of the United States 
Armed Forces, your salary will be equal to a civilian 
salary of $70,600 six months after you begin the program. 
Upsides include law school loan repayment assistance, 30 
days of paid vacation each year, full medical and dental, 
and, of course, the satisfaction and pride of serving your 
countr)r. 
The downside, you are in the military. You 
give up a lot of your freedom, you give up a lot of your 
constitutional rights,2 you don't know with certainty 
where you will be stationed, and if you have family, 
you may be away from them for long periods of time. 
For more information, I recommend talking with a JAG 
Officer in any branch or visiting and surfing around on 
military.com. 
"True good fortune is what you make for 
yourself. Good fortune: good character, good intentions, 
and good actions." Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, Book 
Five. 
1 Assuming a 25% tax bracket. 
2 I recommend taking Professor Devitt's Military 
Justice and National Security course to learn more. 
Tlie <Business Law Society <Presents: 
Our Spring Speaker Panel and pie for the benefit and pleasure 
of the law school community. 
- Come learn about jobs on the transaction side of the law while enjoying a non-
traditional, club-sponsored lunch consisting of 
(}3aja Presn and Marie Ca{fender's pies. 
Also learn about what the Business Law· Society hopes to accomplish in 2006-07. 
Just remember: "Stressed spelled backwards is desserts." -Anonymous 
Wednesday, ;4.pri{ 19, 2006 at noon in 11'J-{J(}3. 
. Questions, comments, concerns: usdbusinesslawsociety@yahoo.com 
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Study Abroad? I studied lots of . 
them .. ~· 
by Eddie Tsang, Contributor 
·L· .·. ast summer changed my life. Maybe 
.. that's a little dramatic. To be more precise, last summer freaking rocke~l. 
Here's how it went doWn. 
The sUllll:iJ.er after my first year in law 
school was quickly approaching and I had• 
· no idea what I was going to do. Some of my 
friends mentioned the USD Study Abroad 
program in Barcelona, and I quickly blew , 
them off. Traveling was never really my thing. 
It involved too much changeand movement, 
and not enough sitting around getting fat. 
But as it turns out, my law school friends had 
learned how to make persuasive arguments 
and before I knew it I was buying on.e of those 
travel pouches that hid my money deep in my 
pants where even I don't like to go. I ended up 
studying in Barcelona and then backpacking 
through Europe. For those of you going this 
summer, here's some insight to help you make 
the most out of the obscene amount of money 
MOTIONS April 2006 
Coliseum Fact: Gladiator fights were the original break-
. dance battles. · · 
because it might. Two people in oui program 
got mugged_and at least three girls hadtheir 
purses stOlen.Thankfully no one was able to 
steal anything from me because I'm much too 
manly. Plus,Itookeveryone's advice and left 
niy plirse athome. Orte bf my friends who had 
her purse stolen went to the police station,and 
got a glimpse of how law enforcement works m 
Barcelona. The police took her to two nearby 
alleys that were lined )Vi.th d~scarded purses 
and told her to try to find her purse. Apparently 
it's comfilon knowledge that purse-snatchers 
bring.the. empty pur8es there. I don't know why 
the cops don't do something more constructive 
with this knowledge {like; for example, cat-ch got wind of some sort of party at a nearby park 
a purse-snatcher); butI do know where you · in Barcelona. We decided we would go check 
can get some goqd souvenir purses wJiile in it out. The park turned out to be a zoo, and 
Barcelona. we proceeded to party in ridicul011sly close . 
.·. 3. If you're single, don't plan on proximity to wild animals. We were particularly 
spendmg more than a day in Venice .. Venice is close to the ostriches and were separated by 
gorgeous, but like matching track suits, it is best nothing more than a little rope fence. Granted 
enjoyed with a loved one.1t's all about sunsets - they slept the whole time and ignored my 
and romance over there. And to make matters pigeon cooing (l didn't know what sound _ 
worse/almost every bar closes by about 1 O. So ostriches make) but I'm positive they could 
after a long day6f watching cheesy couples have easily leapt over the rope and ignored me 
--"Ti-~_,a,...v-el-in_1:..;.;_W_a_s_n_e_v_er--. -re-a-ll_lV_m-.;..l)'-th-,--.n-:g,-. -It-,-.n-v-ol_v_ed-to-. o--'-m_u_c_h_c-.h.:.....a_n.._g,,...e_a_n ..... d_m-..:-o-ve,_m-.. -en.:...t.:.....,-a ..... n :..d_n_o_t_ . ....., from an even closer distance. If we hadn't taken 
en.ough sitting around getting fat. But as it turns out, my law school friends had learned how to the chance to go to some·unknown party we 
· · · · would have probably just stayed in and actually 
make persuasive arguments and befor .. e I knew it I was buying. . one' of those ttavel pouch. es that · · · · · - done our IntemationaLSales reading. So take -· 
hid my money deep jn my pants where eveltldon 'tlike to go.'' · · 
This is half a pictilre of me at the Eiffel Tower. 
The other half could possibly be me urinating 
. on Franc\!. , 
you're aboutto spend. 
1. Bring a digital camera and lots of 
memory cards. I'm not much of a technological 
master, but I'm pretty sure you need a bazillion 
super-bytes of memory to_be able to capture 
everything you want. Imagine how many 
pictures you took last tirne you went to Las 
Vegas. This is kind of the same thing~ Only this 
, time it's the acfual freaking Eiffel Tower. 
2. People will warn you about purse-
snatchers and pickpockets and you will , 
assume it won't happen to you. But be careful, 
Behind us is a gorgeous view of Spain; Behind ihe cam-
era is an idiot who doesn't know how to take a picture. 
chances, Buttake m.y advice and don't try to 
do romantic crap, you can barely even drink spoon an ostrich. 
yourself into an empty cleptession. Which you 10. People in Spain speak Spanish: Kind 
probably shouldn't be doing anyhow in a city . of. They pronounce some "s." sounds with a 
made almost entirely of bridges; _ lisp. This is because their Spanish is a different 
4. There are topless beaches all over dialect, called "Catalan", which may or may 
Europe. ·This isn'~ as great as it solinds. At first not mean ''speech impediment". One night I 
you're all excited because, well, they're topless . was talking to thisguy at a cafe who was also 
beaches. And then you realize that you can't American.I asked him how long he had been 
really look at all ,the· '"toplessness". You know. · there. He responded, "In Bartheloria ?': and I 
"it's" there, and you mow)rotfWarit fofook .(.'\naturally assuined ~e '*asjokmgaoout how .. 
at''it",but somehow you can't. In fact, the they pronounce their word~ with a lisp. So I 
only proven way Qf getting a good1ook at the · grinned and responded, "Yeah, in Barthelona". 
"foplesness" is pretending to take a picture of I then found out that he actually had a lisp and 
your buddy and have him just·happen to stand I had looked him right in his face and mocked . 
in front.of"it". Every American guydoesit·artd him. True thtory. , 
every European girl knows it. Orie final caveat: · 
be careful where you point your eyes. The 
beaches, though top~ess,. are lllll11onitored. This 
mearis anyone is welcome. Even Star Jones. 
. 5. Ifyoureallywantto.immerse 
·yourself in European culture, start growing your 
mullet now. 
6. Women in Europe are in$allely . 
beautiful, ,And it has nothing to.dO with the fact 
that, for the mostpar1:, you're drunk all day. 
7. It is incredibly hot and you will be 
very thirsty' the entire time you're in Europe 
(except in Rome, which I explain below). When 
buyingyvater, stayawayfrom "Agua Con 
Gaso,, . .No matter }J.ow many times the label 
says "agua", this is not, in fact, water. Ithas 
bubbles and it somehow makes ymithirstier. It's 
· a little know-n fact that Europeans once made 
a pact with the devil; and in exchange for their 
manliness he created a special thirst-inducing. 
water for Americans. 
... ·.•. · 8.As you walk around Romeyou'Hsee 
random folintains everywhere. Soll1eofthem 
look like antique basins, some of them look 
.like statues, and. some of _them just lOok like 
water fountams. The trick is, they're ALL water 
fountains. Our guide explained to us that the 
water is completely drjnkable and comes from 
the underground aqueducts where it is naturally 
filtered through volcanic rock and then~ don't 
remember what happens because I was too busy 
gorging myself on free._water; . 
· 9. Be adventurous: On.e·ofmy friends 
Yenice is ~ea huge "Pirates of the Caribbean"J)isney~ 
land ride. But instead of pirates, it's just you and two. 
buddies who refuse to hold you at night when you're sad 
and lonely 
. 11. Plan ahead~ I expectedto:fly to 
Europe and enjoy tranquil moments reflecting 
on ·the beauty of all the art; monuments,. and 
cathedrals. I didn'ttake into account the 
thousands of other touri.sts who ·wanted to do 
the same thing; I went to De Louvre and barely 
got to see the Mona _Lisa, partly because· it's 
tiny, but mostly because-ofthe huge mass of 
people. Lots of monuments and exhibits get 
packed during tourist season and you .have 
to reserve spots· or buy tickets ahead of time .. · 
We didn't know this and ended up having to 
skip "The Last Supper".and Michelangelo's 
David. When the movie version of "The Da 
·Vinci Code" comes out and you see Tom 
Please see Study Abroad, continued page 5. 
she decides to go to law school. ·.· 
by Becky Blain, Staff Writer·. . As we go into our first 
· · · · · · school summer, I think we're at a similar, M. arch 18, 2006: It's a S~turday aftel"lloon and· .. though less dramatic, juncture. We'ite all I'm si~ing ~ta table coveredwith pastel blue gone through the same classes together, 
. confetti, trymg to shape a lump of play dough but after finals everyone's going to start 
into a realistic looking baby at myvery first baby shower; stretching out in different ways; so · I 
and now one of the o~het forty women there leans overand thought I'd mark a milestone in our 
takes my clothespin because I just said the word; "baby;" journey to becoming graduating 3Ls-I 
My good friend is the lucky girl sitting at the head of the . haven;t taken any official polls, b~t by 
table-we were friends in liigh school, we went to prom in virtue of my being at school, I've got a . 
the same group, and on the Fourth ofJuly weekend before basic understanding about what people, 
. I went off to collegtCshe started dating her future husbarid ... are !loing over the summer.. . 
I helped her move, I was in her wedding, and now I'm at . What's genuinely . surprisillg to 
her baby shower. . . . . . me is the amount of people that are going . ·' 
Holir three of the baby shower and she started . to spend the summer-in school. Within 
·opening 'presents, and while . she . was taking out littie this group there are really two type~ of .. 
pairs of matching pants and shirts, I ha~ an epiphany. As summer ~chool students: some that are . 
I was sitting there I decided that somedayLwould look getting ahead ontheit 2L classes by taking 
. back and realize that this was the exact moment that . sillnmer courses here at USD, and some 
our lives· completely diverged; . we had gone to prom in that are broadening their legal horizons by .· 
· high school together, but now hvas at her baby shower getting out of the country. I know people . . 
slightly hungover; ·'\¥ithmy Criin Law books iil the car and who are doing both, . and· they're both 
a midterm next week, and she was sitting at the head of , pretty temptjrig. You can stay here and 
t4e table opening pacifiers and making a list for thank you have a beautiful· San Diego summer~o 
notes because she was a month away from having twin some studying at the . beach; and 'come .. 
boys. My intuition says that with every passing year our back as a2L with a lighter schedule, while 
lives will .get more and more different, unti.l one d!iy w. hen · · · · · · · the rest of us are going through the Fan· 
· · .·I decide to take a break from niy career to have kids, and· like it's Groundhog Day. · 
. . . . . 
.···StudYAbroad, continuedjrom page 4. 
. . .· . . · Or, · you can sublease your 
· · place, pack up your stuff, and take. off 
for the othecside of the . world. I know 
. Hanks standing by himself in some museum some people who are taking classes and 
thinking.deeply (probably about Meg. Ryan) and .· living abroad together and it fills me• 
completely undisturbed by throngs of tourists, . with a twingeof envy-I'm sure there'll 
· be. plenty of studying going on, but I · you have to remember that it'sJ·ust a movie and .· , also imagine that the unspoken truth. of .. 
· it's all fake. The conspiracies and expfoding studying abroad is that living in. a foreign . 
. cars; however, are stone cold fact . country with friends licenses you to a 
12. Everyone thinks they w~nt to go. to . . certain aniount of [insert your scandalous 
Ibiza. First look into how much it costs. The behaviorhere]- stories forposterity. . 
. · Even with the amount of people . . ·.hotels are crazy expensive, club cover is usually 
·around $50, and all they play is rave music. 
People tell me it's worthwhile because the 
beaches are SO gDrgeous and the people are SO 
beautiful, but all that proves to me is that it's a 
. huge' rave and they bought good ecstasy. 
13. If you want to go to Cinque· Terre, 
make reservations at least two weeks ahead of 
that are studying this summer, Ithirik that 
. the vast majority of us are working. And 
• just like. thereare. two types of studiers, 
there are two types ofsummer i:n;terp.ing 
· ·lLs: those that have.discovered the dollar 
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Update on the Supreme Court and the 
· War on Terror 
Mary M. McKenzie, Contributor 
MOTIONS 
the Act's pro~isionslirniting review of the tribunal's 
decisions-to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. 
Circuit. 
Four hundred and ninety detainees remain 
imprisoned in Guantanamo. One of those prisoners 0 ne year ago, I wrote an article for this is Salim Ahmed Hamdan, Osama bin Laden's former . paper. <let.ailing. the. legal statu. s of th~ Bush chauffeur, whose case was heard on March 28 by the U.S.' 
Administration's indefinite detention of · Supreme Court. Essentially, the arguments in l!amdan 
"enemy combatants" in Guantanamo Bay, v. Rumsfeld focused on the scope and permissibility 
Cuba. At the time, U.S. Supreme <:;ourt decisions in of Un.checked presidential power in wartime, including 
Rasul v. Bush and Rumsfeld v. Hamdi had upheld the preclusion of U.S. Supreme Court jurisdiction in 
prisoners' habeas corpus rights and compelled the pending habeas petitions filed by many of the detainees. . 
Bush administration to prov1de at least some degree of Many Justices were troubled as well by the government's 
due process. The U.S. government instituted military charges of war crimes against these detainees while if 
"Many Justices were troubled as well by the government's charges of war crimes against 
these detainees while it simultanequsly denies the applicability of the Geneva Conventions. 
Justice Souter told Solicitor General Paul Clement, 'You can't have it both ways."' ' 
tribunals to determine whether the· detainees <;tre enemy 
· combatants, and hence outside the reach (according to 
the government) of the Geneva -conventions and other 
protections guaranteed prisoners of war. Although the 
Court never addressed specifically the allegations of 
torture, the introduction ofprocedural rights would 
protect the substantive rights of prisoners there. The 
constitutionality of the Comb?-tant Status Review 
Tribunals was upheldlast year by the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of, Columbia Circuit while 
currerit Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts sat on. 
the court. Only ten prisoners have been granted hearings 
before the tribunals, and no cases have been"triedas a 
result. 
In the meantime, new and increasingly 
disturbing pictures from Abu Ghraib, allegations of U.S. 
secret prisons in other countries, accusations of reward 
payments to non~U.S. parties for prisoners, and evidence 
of torture and inhumane treatment in Guantanamo itself · 
led J:o the passage of the Detainee Treatment Act (DTA) 
in December 2005. Public interest in the DTA focused 
on its prohibition of torture and inhumane treatment 
of detainees. Lega~ interest, however, now focuses on 
WLC,. continued from page 1. · 
The items that brought in the largest bids were: 
*A four course gourmet meal and winy pairing for 
8 students. (a different wine to .be served with each 
course and dinner will be prepared and served by the 
hosts). Hosted by Professor Kris Panikowski and Stan 
Panikowski with Professors Laurence Claus and Mike 
Devitt. $650 
*Two wine ta.Stings for. groups of eight with Professors 
Allen Snyder and Lynne Lasry. $600/$675 
*Lunch for two with Professors Devitt and Smith at Old 
Town Mexican Cafe. $500 
*Cigar& Cognac tasting for five students with Professor 
Kelly. $425 . . 
*Lunch at Napa Valley Grill with Professor Lisa Cannon .. 
and a friend on the Latham & Watkins Recruiting Team 
to discuss working at Latham for two students. $375 
*Poker Night with Professors Junichi Semitsu, Leslie 
Oster, Dan Rodriguez, Adam Kolber and Sean Martin. 
$350 
*DJ services for a party by Professor Jupichi Semitsu 
$350 
*Padres Game, Toyota Terrace Seats with Frank Partnoy 
for 3 students. $325 . 
. *Eggs Benedict/Champagne Brunch for four at Professor 
Walter Heiser's House. $300 · 
**Also, Tha~ Again to our generous and entertaining 
auctioneers, Professors Mike Devitt and Mike Kelly! 
Other Women's Law Caucus Activities held during the 
2005-2006 Academic Year include the following: 
1. A team ofstudents walked in the Susan G. Komen 
Race for the Cure in San Diego~ This event is held · 
· annually in Balboa Park to benefitbreast cancer 
research for the Susan G. Komen Foundation. For more 
information on how to get .involved log on to www. 
sdkomen.org/ 
2. Speaking event with our own alumni discussing 
simultaneously denies the applicability of the Geneva 
Conventions. Justice Souter told Solicitor General Paul 
Clement, "You can't have it both ways.''. Eight Justices-
likely will issue a decision in July. Chief Justice Roberts 
has recused himself. 
. In anoth_er "war-on-terror" case, the Supreme 
Court refused to hear the appeal of Jose Padilla on April 
3. Padilla, an American citizen who was alleged to be the 
"dirty bomb~r," had been detained without charges as 
an enemy combatant since 2002. In December 2003, the 
Second Circuit ordered Padilla released but stayed the 
release pending appeal. Because of jurisdiction issues, the 
cas~ was then heard by the Fourth Circuit which upheld 
Padilla'sdetention in September 2005. In November, the. 
Bush Administration shifted strategy and indicted Padilla 
on numerous criminal charges, including conspiracy to 
kidnap and commit murder, removing him from military 
jurisdiction. Thus, when the appeal of Padilla's indefinite 
detention reached the Supreme Court, it decided that 
the case was moot. Many observers are hoping that the 
Court in its Hamdan decision will decide once and for all 
whether the administration's system of justice in the war 
on terror is constitutional. 
Women's Diversity Luncheon. From Left: Judge Johnson, 
Tiffany Bailey, Ana Yeager, Tessie Abraham, Susan Woo, 
Maria Shih. 
alternative careers in the law.The follow:ing alumni were 
gracious enough to participate in this event: 
Mark Davis, class of '82 
Mr. Davis practiced law as a prosecutor for three 
years after law school before becoming an FBI agent, 
a position lie has held for the last 20 years. As an FBI 
agent, Mr. Davis has worked in the organized crime unit 
and after 9/11 headed up an international terrorism squad ... 
Mr. Davis recounted his most exciting memory of being 
. on the international terrorism team thatfrrst interviewed 
Saddam Hussein after his capture. · 
Diane Wyzga, class .of '90 
Ms. Wyzga is a professional trial consultant that 
specializes in training attorneys in storytelling. She was 
previously anurse and a blisinesswonian before enteri,ng 
law school. Ms. Wyzga now conducts workshops on 
persuasiveness, theme~building and general specific 
speaking techniques to trial attorneys. She also teaches 
Zone of Professor Hartwell's small section Lawyering 
Skills II classes on i:uesday evenings at the law school.· 
Cary Mack, class of'89 · 
Mr. Mack was an evening law student with a 
background in finance. Mr. Mack used his background in 
.finance and his legal education to develop his own trial-
consulting firm. Co-Founder Mack Barclay, Mr. Mack · 
not only serves as an expert witness but he supervises 
75 employees working in fort<nsic accounting for trial 
preparation and litigation. 
April 2006. 
-EJW Fellowship, continued from page 1. 
much of her work and volunteer time over the last few 
years working with this population, and has developed 
a unique understanding of the challenges they face. Her 
project is funded by Sony, and will be hosted ~y USD's 
own Child Advocacy Institute. 
Prior to Summer and Kriste, USD has only 
had two E:TWFellows ever (Jessica Neyman, class 
of 2000, and Jack Dailey, class of 2004) .. Their dual 
accomplishment highlights USD's growing prominence 
as a leading school for public interest;-minded students. 
Congratulations; and thank you, Kriste and Summer! , 
Kirsten Widner is a contributing writer and 
President ofthe Public Interest Law Foundation (PILF). 
For more information on Equal Justice Works and their 
Fellowships, go to Wli'w.eaualjusticeworks.org. 
Stacey Amodio, class of '00 
. Ms. Amoqio knew dilling law schooLthat she did 
not want to follow the traditional route of law practice. 
Ms. Amodio currently serves as a program associate for 
the California Endowment, a non-profit organization. 
She explained to students her role at_ the non-profit . 
organiz:;i.tion and described her responsibilities as 
dispersing million of dollars each year to local grants, 
agencies and organjzations on behalf of the foundation. 
3. Lunchtime speaker Susan Tiefenbrun from the 
Thomas Jefferson School ofLaw discussing the Sex 
Slave Trade. 
· 4. Baby Drive for new mothers in San Diego. 
5. Speaker Simon Deng- a former slave from Sudan 
addressing the issues facing that country and2lst. 
Century Slavery. Co- sponsored by the International Law 
Society, National Lawyer's Guild and Phi Delta Phi. 
6. Lawyer'_s Club Members participated in a panel to 
discuss their own careers in the law. 
7. A group of our members attended the International 
·.Women's Day Breakfast on March 8 at the Institute for 
Peace and Justice. 
For father information regarding the Women's Law 
Caucus or to join, please e-mail usdwlc@gmail.com 
L\Jllch time speaker Susan Tiefenbrun from the Thomas 
Jefferson School of Law discussing the Sex Slave Trade 
p;;!!!l!!-!I!'"!!---.... ---'""-""--'!".-'"'--""'- -----------------------...... --...... --....... ,.....,...------.....--...---....... --..-__,,.___....,., ___________ ,..------------ -
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Tomato, Tomato, Hand Gesture 
by Jared Ackley, Assistant Editor 
A-s it has become known among my friends and colleagues that I contribute to Motions, I 
have increasingly become privy to a standard . 
observation about the law school's monthly periodical: it 
is just a bunch of law students givmg their opinions about -
different topics. While there are logistical concerns that 
contribute to this reality, such as the lack of paid reporters 
to actually assign the task ofreporting news, there is -
no denying that Motions in its present manifestation is 
more like a magazine than a newspaper. Without trying 
to exhibit too much bias as a collaborator, or effort to 
MOTIONS 
·serving member of the Supreme Court volleyed back 
with a rebuttal letter to the editor finding the gesture to 
be a Sicilian motion meant to mean indifference, or that 
_he "couldn'tcare less." In typical and amusing fashion 
for the justice, Scalia cited a source from the 19th century 
documenting a possible origin of the hand movement and 
then blasted the "modern" interpretation of the gesture, 
as being obscene, as an exaggeration of pop culture built 
from the television show The Sopranos. Given Scalia's. 
stature as a Supreme Court Justice, and the reporter's 
timing in asking the question right after the justice got 
out of church, they were probably both a little wrong. On 
the other hand, I can also see where it was not a big deal, 
"I have to say that I think there is a certain value to be attained in getting a taste ofthe view 
jrom someone else's shoes. I think in many ways it is the ~ssence of our profession in the law.~' 
point out that a number of current law school events are 
cove.red in this issue, I have to ~ay that I think there is a 
certain value to be attained in gettillg a taste of the view 
from someone else's shoes. I think in many ways it is 
the essence of our profession in the law. Thus. I'd like to 
briefly cite a few examples that inspired this opinion of 
mine. 
Last month, U.S. Supreme CourtJusticeAntonin, 
, Scalia was said to have made an obscene gesture to a 
Boston Herald reporter. The reporter asked the Roman 
Catholic jurist what his response was to those who -
questfoned his impartiality on the bench since he was 
visibly showing his devotion to a faith by attending mass. 
Scalia made.a gesture with his hand under his chin and 
voifa: you have instant controversy and a subject ripe for 
interpretation. Many people argued the justice had made 
an inappropriate motion - and in a church setting no less. 
Others argued that.the reporter's question itself was a 
shocking attack aimed directly at the heart of the rights of 
every American citizen. 
A champion of originalism, the second longest-
McLennan, continued from page 1. 
Participants in McLennan are reqUired to attend 
four class sessions. The classes are taught by Professor 
Devitt and each session presents a guest speaker or 
speakers who impart a few words of wisdom on the 
case involved ( e~g., how to improve briefs and oral 
arguments). We had attorneys for both the defendant, 
Walter Pyle (with the defendant himself even making a 
guest appe~ance ), aild the government, Gary Schons, 
as well as distinguished Constitutional Law Professors 
Michael Ramsey, Laurence P. Claus, and Steve Smith 
speak about the issues. 
This year's case file was Chaker v. Crogan, 428 
F.3d 1215, an actual United States Supreme Court habeas 
corpus petition case addressing the constitutionality of 
California Penal Code§ 148.6 (a statutory provision 
making it a misdemeanor to file a knowingly false 
· statement of peace officer misconduct). Competitors 
argued whether thi~ California statute violates the first 
amendment. In the actual case, the government has 
already submitted a writ of certiorari petition to the -
United States Supreme Cour:t and is curren_,tly waiting for _ 
a decision on the cert petition. 
After the briefs were turned in, the appellate 
arguments at the downtown Superior Courthous.e began. 
For many, this was the heart ofMcLennon. Every 
competitor had to argue at l~ast three times before a 
panel of experienced lawyers. Furthermore, every 
. competitor had to be ready .to argue both sides of the 
case. Competitors learned which side they were to argue 
when they arrived at the courthouse and were allotted 15 
minutes to present their best argument. The first three 
oral arguments were considered the preliminary rounds, 
from which only 32 of the 94 competitors advanced. In 
·the preliminary rounds, the actual arguinents counted for 
65% of a_ competitor's overall score, the remaining-35% 
coming from the competitor's briefscore. · 
Competitors were narrowed down to four in the 
semi-finalround, which took place at the School of Law's 
Grace Courtroom. Competitors were allotted 20 minutes 
for their arguments at this stage·ofthe competition. 
· The final round took place at the Kroc Institute 
for Peace & Ju5tice on March 3, 2006 with the Honorable 
Diane Wood, from the XX Circuit presiding. The two 
finalists, Katie Payerle and Kirsten Widner,·were given 
25 minutes to argue each side. Many of the competitors 
were in attendance alongside professors and local 
attorneys. 
· Amber Ward, Moot Court Executive Board 
Vice-Chair, was the coordinator of this year's 
competition. Having observed this competition first-
hand, I can tell you that the organization was very 
impressive. Ms. Ward, with the assistance of the Moot 
and in that spirit, the story died after a week. 
- A second example stems from a sequence of 
emails that were forwarded around the legal universe · 
documenting the disintegration of civility between a -· 
hiring partner at a law firm and a recently hired associate. 
The associate had apparently accepted a job and then 
wanted out of her contract after the partner renegotiated 
the terms when he decided to hire a second associate. -
The exchanges also drifted noticeably froni terse to 
downright rude on both sides. At least, I think that's the 
way the story went. It was hard to tell because everyone 
from the participants to legal experts in news articles to 
every law student with a blog had an opinion ofhow the 
situation should have been handled. I imagine both hiring 
partners and every law student in the country familiar 
with the situation learned something from that sequence 
Of transactions. 
Finally, Irecently joined a fantasy baseball 
leaguernn byAnonymous Lawyerofblogosphere fame 
(http://anonymouslawyer.blogspotcom/). When you love 
_baseball and are in law school I thjnk participation in a 
Court Board, planned the McLennan classes with 
Professor Devitt, recruited brief graders, put together 
distinguished paneis of judges for each night of the 
competition, and coordinated all of the logistics of 
managing 94 competitors through seven nights of 
:<;ompetition. -After itwas,ali ove~,fMs.Ward shared 
the following with me. ''Coordinating the McLennan 
competition was a challenging task. However, it was 
. an extremely rewarding experience because I had the 
opportunity to promote oral advocacy and the moot court 
program at USD." 
A few weeks after the competition, all 
participants received· a packet in their mailboxes with 
their graded briefs and thejudges' score sheets from each 
round of their oral arguinents. Personally, I always find 
this kind of feedback to ·be extremely valuable as far as 
showing me w:here I might be able to improve in my both 
my legal writing and oral arguments. 
If you are a IL or 2L and are considering doing 
McLennan next year, I highly recommend it: You may 
not be thanking me during the competition, but talk to 
me a few days after you complete it. The experience is 
a very positive one that forces you to improve your brief 
writing and oral advocacy skills. 
· The McLennan Competition is endowed through 
the generosity of USD law professor Michaei Devitt and 
his family to honor longtime family friend, attorney and 
Naval Officer, _Paul A. McLennon, -Sr; 
The overall winners of the 2006 Paul A. 
McLennan, Sr. Honors Moot Court Competition were: 
1st Place - Katie Payerle 
2nd Place - Kirsten Widner -
3rd Place - Rory Diamond 
.4th Place - Lindsay Foster 
Best Brief - Petitioner: 
1 - Haley Frasca 
2 - Michael Etchepare 
2 - Marvin Roeder 
4 - Jonathan Siladi 
Best Brief - Respondent: 
1 - Jenna Leyton 
. 2 - Daniel Kawamoto 
3 - Michael Leggieri 
3 - Nathan Smith 
Best OralistAwards: 
1 ~ Katie Payerle 
2 -Kate Berg 
3 - Christine Yung 
4 - Rory Diamond 
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Wf:zen Jared is. not working on Motions or diligently 
studying for class, he spends basically all his time 
tirelessly trying to beat the Anonymous Lawyer and the 
Pepperdine Law Student for the sake of the reputation of' 
our school. '(It could be worse, Fantasy Supreme Court 
league anyone?) 
The Ruin ofHuman Rights: Amnesty 
International's View of the War on 
Terror 
Mary M. McKenzie, Contributor 
The u_nited Stat-es h-isto~ica-lly ha~ 1>tru--ggled_ ':ith the trade-off between its comnntinent to civil liberties andthe ~eed-for domestic securify in . 
wartime. The "war on terror" has posed the 
difomma anew. -In a talk entitled "Tainted Legacy: 9/11 
and the Ruin of Human Rights," William F. Schulz, 
executive director of Amnesty International-USA, 
discussed this problem with an overflow audience at the 
Institute for Peace and Justice on March 9, 2006. Part of 
the problem, he argued, is that the Bush Administration 
has stolen the language ofthe human rights movement to 
pursue its agenda. While touting the spread of democracy 
"Schulz argued that this discrepancy has 
harmed U.S. credibility and has made it 
, 'impossible formoderate Muslims 
to believe us. "' 
to faraway places like Afghanistan and Iraq, the 
administration has ignored some o{the most fundamental 
principles of American democracy and jurisprudence. 
Schulz argued that this discrepancy has harmed U.S. 
· credibility and has made it "impossible for moderate 
Muslim~ to believe us." 
At the same time, Mr. Schulz criticized the 
human rights community for its failure to articulate an 
alternative to the Bush strategy and argued that some 
circumstances require military intervention to protect 
human rights. He called on the human rights movement 
to work with, not against, the government to promote 
change. 
Mr. Schulz encouraged the United States to 
Jive rip to its ideals by modifying its p,olicies, especially 
with respect to torture. He called for the government to 
enforce its legal commitment against torture, to eliminate 
. extraordinary· renditions_ (the policy of extraditing 
prisoners to countries that prqctice to_rture), and to close 
the detention facilities at Guantanamo Bay. Schulz 
emphasized the legal framework of human rights1 which 
the United States has ignored by invoking the language 
of war instead of the language of crime in its response 
·to 9/11. The most important pillars of this framework 
are the Universal Declaration ofHriman Rights and 
the International Criminal Court. He encouraged the 
audience and the government to recognize that, "If we 
·betray our legacy, we fuel terrorism."_ 
PersonalBreathalyzers: Jusf Like The 
6th Birthday QuestiOn, They Should 
·Be Repressed. 
By Jared Ackley, -Assistant Editor 
H ave:you ever tried Absinthe? Oscar Wilde is famous for saying that, "After the first glass, 
. you ·see things as you wish they were. After the ·. 
· · second, you see things as they are.not. Finally you see 
things as they really are, and that is the most horrible 
thing in the world." That saying might be aptly applied to 
the situation faced by many law students at. bar reviews 
across the country on a w~ekly basis, even if they are not 
· drinking translucent-green, wormwoo&-laced beverages. · 
It is nearly impossible for any individual to accurately 
· gauge his or her official sobriety after havirig afew. 
drinks and getting a Uttle buzzed, even .lf they feeifo1e 
and attenuate their imbibing from their driving. Now, 
obviously no one wants to. see the most hoirible thing · 
in the to world happen - I'm thinkirigpokey, loss oflife 
and limb; harm to others - and the professional penalties . 
· alone could be pretty steep :... moral. character applic~tion, 
anyone? However, ifyou thoqght that relying on a 
personal breathalyzer to test yourself ahead of time would 
be: the perfett solution,· it probably isn't . . . · ... 
. . According to the infamous,charts provid~d by 
•· the California DMV and assuming you wait long enough. 
after drinking;: find the correct weight, have eaten, aren't 
sick, haven't gotten your grades back, hav.ekeptyour··.·. 
relationships in check, and·are basically in. controlled, . ·. · 
. lab-perfect condition, then the.charts would s~em to 
. imply you are okay to drive; But are you really always·· 
. still fine gettingjnthe car and driving? What ifyou kriew · 
that you had a blood alc0hol content (BAC) that was·. 
within the legal limit tO drive? You're not supposed to 
drive at all when you've been drinking, _you could stiU.. . · 
. be under the irifluence.,, butit's.hard to gauge the e:xact 
message being serit when the DMV issueslittle charts,; 
· and products such as personal breathalyzers are available, · 
implying that people can rely on these as a course of 
action even while. saying they are' not to be taken as 
actual gliidelines. . . . . . . . 
· At this point, I'd like to make <;lear the scope of · 
. the article. lam writing this becawie every month oi so.· 
·you read about someone who went out for an· anniversary 
· dinner with his wife and had one. glass ofWine and · · 
· · soI)1eJ1ow still got busted at a sobriety checkpoint and 
faces substantial legal penalties, Yeah, he probably. . 
didn'thaveavecy good fawyer, but I'll.leave thatfor 
thethrongs_offuturedefense attorneys at this school 
to deb.ate. Given that you can never be sure and most 
.··. law students search out bright~line rules, the pers~:mal 
breathalyzer must s~em very seductive; I am not trying ... 
to be the law s~hoolkilljoy ota surrogate parent trying< . · · 
fo tell you never to drink again since there are enough 
warnings out there about taking responsibility for your . · ..
action~ •. However, sirice I wanted to buy one as soon as 
I read about it on some blog because it seemed like it 
could be legally safer in a situation where ybu think:you 
are oby, 1 thought I'd investigate. The thing is, there .are 
no bright-lines to getting stopped inwhat appearsto bea 
perfectly reasonable situation; where you seemingly meet 
theDMV chartparameters. 
· Think of this article as more of a product · 
review for a device thatmight have particular appeal:· 
· fo law students as consumers. Abreathalyzer article 
.·mightalso attract interestbecause our school is chock- . 
foll of smart people who know a lot more than I do . 
about criminal procedure. r 11 leave it to them to debate 
.· beyond the product review, since l'm not trying to make · .. 
a general commentary aimed at balancing the accuracy.· 
· ofbre·athalyzertests i» general with criminal rights. The· 
only thing I'll say, since it advances my argument against 
personal breathalyzers, is that they are. not reliable: for.··. · 
. the same reasons that the police ones are contested by · 
defense attorneys in court: there are a thousand variables 
that can affect the accuracy of a reading. If police .. 
·. can't always get it right, how on earth will a possibly-· · 
intoxicated law student who probably went to law school .· 
because he or she couldn't hack chemistry or engineering~ · 
. . 
Please see Breathalyzer, continued page 10. 
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Care 'to Find Out· How to Get a. Free general pot, College Cab cannot be used by graduate 
Ride • ... or at Least Half ()f One? students. 
· · ·. . · Itis my hope that graduate students will see 
·by Aaron Dum~s, Staff Writer the need for this service and petition our own graduate · . ·c· .· urrently the undergrads have a program called divisions such as the Student Bar Association, the 
. . . college cab; a program that I have tried to· . Graduate Student Assembly andthe deans ·of the graduate 
h · I d fi h I h I d colleges to create a similar system as the und~rgr· ads· · . . ave JIDP emente or t e aw sc . oo an other 
. , ·graduate programs. However, because I know . have. There is often a misconception that services like 
. that change comes about at the speed of molasses in most College Cab are create.d for students who just drink too 
. arenas I hope that this articlewill spur others to action · much and thenneed a ride home: While it is true that a 
and to aid others to continue to push for the program for significant portion of the students who use Coiltfge Cab · 
our school despite my impending and dreaded graduation · · are· students who have drank too much and would like to 
from our hallowed halls. . . . . return home withouHhe risk of driving drunk, the service 
.·The terms 9f the College Cab Program for addresses other needs. Students who are on dates that · 
have gone bad may desire a cab to pick them up and 
"!find it ironic that the undergrads with an average age-of/es§ than 21 years of age (the legal 
age for drinking) have a program· that is denied to the graduate programs which tend to have 
. average ages of 23 and 24years of age." 
. undergrads are rather simple: ;'Studentscan call · 
9range Cab betw:een the hours of6:00pm and . 
6:00am [the website claims that the' service is 
. availa]Jle 24hours a day] and req1lesta ride to a 
safeJocation. Whenthe cab driver picks up tlie 
. ·. students/they are required to show their USD 
· · student ID as proof of emollment at USD. At 
. the finaldestination, the cab driver then fills out 
a voucher, indicating the starting and endillg 
location, time, date, amom,"t, name of passenger, 
arid USD ID number, The student then has two· 
re~ove th~ from a bad ~ituation, additionally-something 
· as simple as just being too tired to drive home (driving 
tired is often as bad as driving drunk) could be.addressed· 
. by ·~cabbing" it home. · · · , · 
· · ·.. ·· .. · In the interest of full disclosure I sh~uld note 
thatj work with the undergraduate office of Alcohol and 
· Other Drug services and would not want anyone to think 
that! am impartial on.thisissue~ Iri fact I hope that you 
join me and share in my passion for.this. Wmle I do not · 
believe that a schOol needs to be the protective figure . 
for its students I do believe that schools should extend 
some services to its students that the outside world cannot . . - ·. . . . . '. . 
provide. Any programs that can aid our students and ·. 
· protect our students should be encouraged and pushed h . . . . 
. . 
.. . •. I encourage all to take advantage of the 
various services offered to· students and to petition those 
in power for additional services. It has .been my pleasure 
being a part of the DSD community for three wonderful 
. years andl have enjoyed w0rking with alfof ym1 my . 
colleagues and seekers of the truth (or at least something · 
that Will work for our clients). Blessings! 
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Now is Not the Time for a Guest-
Worker Program 
by Anthony Bruno, contributor 
MOTIONS. 
OP/ED SECTION 
it is imperative that we identify those coming into this 
country and their reasons for entry. When 500,000 
undocumented individuals cross the border in a given 
year, you can be assured that some have ignoble Today there are approximately twelve-million motivations inconsistent with America's best interests. illegal imnligrants in the United States. This is Economically, we must acknowledge that 
approximately the population of the state of Ohio, because of illegal immigration we are importing mass 
the seventh largest in the nation. If we are ever to gain poverty into America. This is not healthy for any nation. 
control of this growingproblem, Congress must pass a Illegals that perform labor at wages below the market 
reform bill focusing on border secUrity before considering rate artificially deflate the wages available to legitimate 
a guest worker program. While a guest worker program American workers. 
may be a viable option in the future, if such a program Illegal· aliens also receive services for which 
is passed now, it will undermine any new security they contribute little to the state and federal tax burdens. 
provisions incorporated in the bill because Congress will They receive free public education, medical care, and 
fail to create disincentives to illegal immigration. even welfare benefits. It is entirely possible that the 
The McCain-Kennedy bill that recently w~n economic burdens of illegal imm.igration greatly exceed 
approval in the Senate Judiciary Committee contains a the economic benefits. · 
guest-worker program and should be defeated. The bill One of the most infuriating arguments offered. 
provides citizenship for illegals that register with the by the supporters.ofMcCain-Kennedy is that illegal 
government, pay a $1000 fine, and satisfy a five-year immigrants perform jobs that no American woula do. 
waiting period. · During the waiting period, illegals This is an untenabl~ position. As explained, we do' not 
would continue to work in the United States. have a workerproolem, we have a wage problem. Yes,. 
Supporters argue this is not an amnesty program there arejobs that Americans will notdo for six dollars 
because illegals would have to wait behirid legal per hour, but I am sure that if these jobs offered a fair 
immigrants to become citizens. Although technically market salary Americans would be more than willing to 
true, in reality, illegal immigrants would be going to the perform these jobs. 
front of the citizenship line because they are already in Not only does this argument lackeconomic 
America. This must be depressing news f~r those legally justification,.but it is an insult to the American character. 
"Supporters argue this is notan amnesty program because illegals would have towait behind 
legal immigrants to become citizens. Although technically true, in reality, illegal immigrants 
would be going to the front of the. citizenship line because they arc· already in America. This 
must be depressing news for those legally immigratingto America. While they wait patiently 
for legal entry, illegals will maintain their presence in the country and then be rewarded with 
citizenship." 
immigrating to America. While they wait patiently It seems many politicians are conflating thefr upper~class 
for legal entry, illegals will maintain their presence upbringing with the actual values of real Americans. 
in the country and then be rewarded with citizenship. Only a few Americans come from an elitist background 
Considering the bill from this perspective, one can and consider certain jobs below their dignity. In fact, 
envision legal immigrants maneuvering themselves into if our country is now definedby such a prim:a-donna · 
an illegal status to receive the immediatebenefits of this mentality, our country will notlongendure. 
program. This is just one of the bill's flaws. Fortunately,mostAm:ericans display amgged 
A guest worker program must also, be consid~red individualism that defines their character. Most are 
in a historical context: Twenfy yeafitago,\vlien tliere . . . ' willing; to do what is necessary to siiii~oria family and 
were three million illegals in America, President Ronald better themselves. Many will use certain jobs as stepping 
Reagan granted amnesty for those presently in the stones as they rise up the socio-economic ladder. This 
country. In exchange for amnesty, the government was to is the essence of the American dream:. We should not 
get serious about enforcing our immigration policy. be dismissive of certaiil jobs that provide opportunities 
Under any analysis, this enforcement policy to large segments of our society - opportunities that 
has been a colossal failure. Since the mid-1980 's, there if explored may put people on a path to acquire some 
has been a four-fold increase in the number of aliens wealth throughout the course of their lives. 
in America. If the secUrity provisions passed along It is scary that many politicians forget the 
with a guest worker program are half as successful as essence of the American character. What are downright 
the secUrity provisions implemented with the Reagan frightening are the implications of uncontrolled illegal 
amnesty plan, there will be approximately 24 million immigration on our national identity. When people 
illegal immigrants inside the United States by 2026. emigrate legally, they complete a process where they 
When we fail to enforce the immigration laws 
currently on the books, it is absurd to believe our 
enforcement policy will be successful in the future. 
The only viable solution is to create an immediate 
disincentive to illegal immigration. Mass deportation 
is not a solution. It is only natural for people who 
are born to impoverished nations to want to come to 
America. 
As long as there is opportunity in America, 
people will continue cross our border on their terms. 
Instead, we must reduce the opportunity available to 
those violating our laws. 
One idea is to impose hefty fines on 
employers who knowingly hire illegal aliens while 
streamlining the bureaucratic process encountered by 
those who want to hire legal migrant workers. This is 
just one idea embodied in the immigration bill recently 
approved by the House of Representatives. 
We must also increase security at the border 
to prevent further encroachments by future waves 
of illegal immigrants. Some methods that should be 
considered are building fences, using the military 
and National Guard to support the Border Patrol, and 
utilizing technological advancements to monitor the 
borders. 
Some argue that illegal immigration is not a 
serious problem because illegals are only here to work. 
Supporters also claim our economy would suffer huge 
consequences ifthe pool of cheap labor is drastically 
reduced. Although there may be some merit to these 
arguments, they are seriously flawed. 
First, not all illegal immigrants are here to 
work. Nearly one-third of all prisoners in the federal 
prison system are aliens. In a post-9/11 environment, 
Bendib.com 
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learn about our system of government and the democratic 
ideals thatmakeAmerica special. 
When people do not understand the institutions 
that perpetuate America's greatness, people will not be 
vigilant in the defense of those institutions 
This ignorance was on full display dilling the 
recent protest rallies. Thousands gathered to protest 
the-Congress actually considering a law to enforce our 
immigration policy. Stated another way, people who 
have already demonstrated no respect for the laws and 
sovereignty of this country are now trying to irifluence 
Congress to create laws sympathetic to their views over 
the desires of the very citizens that those legislators 
supposedly represent. ' 
It makes no more sense to ·openly flout American 
laws and then demand legal protection than it does to eat 
an entire steak and then demand a refund because it was 
undercooked. 
As a further insult, the protestors often displayed 
flags of foreign nations. Let me first say that I am not 
av.erse to identifying with ones cultural heritage· - if that 
was so I would not have grown up on a steady diet of 
manicotti, Godfather movies, and Italian profanities. 
There is a time to display the flag of one's home 
country. However, I suppose that time is not when you 
are on foreign soil trying to persuade American citizens 
to alter their immigration policy. ·Of course, I could not 
help but chuckle when I saw the most prevalent flag in 
the crowd was that of Mexico. We all know that respect 
for the rule of law and respect for human rights are two 
hallmark features of the Mexican political system. 
Still, the greatestirony was that some protests 
coincided with the· day set aside to honor the memory of · 
. Cesar Chavez. I guess no one informed the protestors 
that Chavez, the great Latino labor organizer, once led a 
march to protest illegal immigration because he believed 
illegal immigrants drove down the wages oflegal migrant 
workers. 
Finally, the McCain-Kennedy program is a slap 
· in the face to all immigrants who have conie to America 
through the proper legal channels. The naturalization 
process is time.,-consuming and costly, and those who 
have sacrificed to become a citizen truly deserve our 
praise. 
It· is legal - not illegal - immigrants that serve 
as the backbone of this country, For example, hundreds 
of foreign nationals join the U.S. military knowing their 
service will slightly reduce the waiting period to become 
a Citizen. This is the type of behavior that our politicians 
should encourage. 
Unless we create a disincentive for illegal 
immigration, we will fail to resolve this problem. Now 
is not the time for a guest-worker program. McCain-
Kennedy must be defeated and we must focus on border 
security. It is only after we reduce the flow of illegal 
immigration should a temporary guest-worker program 
be considered. · 
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get this machine that analyzes chemicals in your breath, 
to work every time you are unsure and want to drive? 
So yeah, I bought one. On arrival, the 
breathalyzer seems very simple to use. I went down to 
the Sharper Image store at Horton Plaza and got a fairly 
pricey model at $99 with the guarantee that I couldreturn 
it if it didn't live up to my expectations. Great, so when 
I'm arrested because I got an inaccurate result, I can get 
my money back? Well, it turns out thatthe makers of the 
Alcohawk ABI Professional Grade BAC Breath Screener, 
Q3 Innovations, LLC, are much more careful with their 
.endorsement of the product. It is explicitly stated on the 
last page of the instructions for the user's manual that 
you should :not use the product as a measure to drink and 
drive - period, in bold. The same thing is clearly stated 
. on a sticker on the back of the product itself. 
So there·yoti have it, it could not be simpler, and 
yet I'm sure people are still going to try to use this thing 
MOTIONS 
would be more than worth it in the long run so I bought 
the name-brand, most advertised product short of getting 
a professional unit - although the product description 
says this unit is approved for law enforcement use. 
Yet despite the provocative concept, the device proved 
lacking. 
Everything about the personal 11t"eathalyzer 
implies that despite the warnings, it could be used as 
a test to see if you are safe to drive after consuming 
perhaps a questionable amount of drinks, assuming 
it gives you some type. of reading in the first place. 
Thus, for people who don't understand all the variables 
that could lead to an inaccurate reading as mentioned 
above and also as found inside the packaging with the 
instructions once you buy the unit andget it home, this is 
art easy sell The clerk who sold it to me said it was very 
popular; in fact I got the last one at the Horton Plaza store 
and the onlyreason I went downtown was because the 
"Everything about the personal breathalyzer implies that despite the warnings, it could be used 
as a testtosee if you are safe to drive after consuming perhaps a questionable amount of drinks. 
.. The clerk who sold it to me said it was very popular; in fact I got the last one at the Horton 
Plaza store and the only reason I went downtown was because the store next to me in Fashion 
Valley was sold o.ut." 
for that very purpose. Apparently Saab is investigating 
making what they call an Alcokey that would not allow 
you to turn on your car until you give an acceptable BAC 
reading, so despite whatever legal and technical obstacles 
· they might face, not all companies are only intending this 
for use as an expensive party game. 
Well, l decided that I'd research a little further 
to find out why one might not want to rely on this device 
at the top of Horton Plaza parking garage late at night 
before you decide whether to catch a cab. First of all, 
if you think you're in that zone where everything says 
you should be fine because it was just a few drinks with 
dinner and yet you have to contemplate it at all, then you 
should not drive. It's like the saying with love: if you 
have to ask ifyou are in love, then you are not in love. 
If you have to contemplate whether you should drive, 
then that alone signals you shouldn't - I just thought the 
analogy was good, though obviously not a certainty either 
since alcohol often turns off the internal monologue that 
would normally question such decisions. But I digress, 
back to breathalyzers. 
Say you kept the Alcohawk in the glove 
compartment to bust out as a safeguard every time you've 
had anything to drink since the last time you drove 
- essentially the Alcokey idea from above. I hope you 
didn't take that last gulp of wine, finish off the double 
chocolate mousse cake, or have a cigarette on the way 
back to the car. You have to wait at least 20 minutes after 
doing any of those things before the breathalyzer will 
give you an accurate reading. 
Plus, you can actually damage it if you do Iiot 
follow these instructions and until you send it back for 
recalibration with Q3, you will get inaccurate readings. 
And speaking ofrecalibrations, after about·6 months, 
these things need to be recalibrated, even if you don't 
break it in the mean time. Is it cold outside? San Diego 
is usually a pretty balmy environment and you might be 
a little flush if you've been partying-hard in a club for 
the last five hours. However, the Alcohawk only purports 
to work effectively in temperatures between 50 and 104 
degrees. 
These are among the hypothetical things that 
could go wrong with this device. The one I got came in 
a nice, if not somewhat bulky, case which would seem 
to insulate it pretty well. I got it home and wanted to do 
a control run right off the bat to see if the thing would 
accurately find me to be sober. I snapped iri the battery, 
waited for it to countdown for calibration, and then did 
my best version of a sustained, deep, five-second exhale. 
The thing beeped just like it was supposed to and then 
it started.beeping continuously without giving me any 
reading. I tried again with a "different" type of exhale; no 
dice. I got online to consult problems with the unit and 
did not have much luck - though I did notice at least one 
other user found the product broken on arrival as noted 
on Amazon.com 's customer comments feature. 
Just in case you needed to actually have had a 
drink for anything to register, I took the liberty of having 
a couple beers spaced out over two hours to see what 
would happen. Nothing - well except the beeping got 
so loud that my neighbors probably thought my smoke 
· detector was going off. I tried to reset the unit by turning 
it on and off and goingthrough affthe steps a number 
of times to make sure it was the machine and not my 
inabilityto handleabreathalyzer. · 
Ultimately, this FDA and National Highway 
Transportation Safety Administration approved device 
was either too difficult for me to use sober, or else it was 
defective. I did not skimp on this since I figured the cost 
store next to me in Fashion Valley was sold out. Well, I'm 
bringing my unit back. 
Some people might find that this should be a 
no-brainer situation and I'm arguing on the fringe by 
referencing back to the DMV charts and even bringing 
up the idea of using this device if you're in a grey area 
of concern, when I should just say: never drink and 
drive~ But the argument is not that easy either because it 
doesn't seem right that if you have a drink at noon, you 
can't drive again for the rest of the day. However, people 
want to be safe which is why lthink this seems to be an 
attractive device. Some people may even want to argue 
the opposite and say they have a working model and they 
think it's the greatest thing in the world. I just don't buy 
it though, based on reading articles, user comments I've 
seen online, and the literature included with the product 
itself. 
Unfortunately, even a blood test will never be 
perfect for judging safety because you can cause just as 
much havoc on the road if you haven't slept in 24 hours 
whether you drink or not. This thing is expensive and 
while you can discover all of the Alcohawk's disclaimers 
and shortcomings once you've laid down the.equivalent 
of maybe 8 taxi rides home, I thoughtl'd address the 
topic and save my classmates the trouble. 
Speaking of taxis, I miss Washington, D.C. 
or really any major city that has good public or private 
transportation networks that will take you anywhere 
you want to go at the wave of a hand. If you didn't 
grow up in a city back east where not owning a car was 
the norm, you might be able to find a little romance in 
getting to know someone onthe subway on your way to 
a restaurant, or hailing a cab to send your girl off into the 
night. 
We don't always 
have that luxury on the 
west coast, or at least 
that default-to-alternate-
transport mentality. 
It seems perfectly 
reasonable here, when 
you know your limits, 
to have a glass of wine 
with dinner or to have 
a couple of beers with 
some friends over the 
course ofan afternoon or 
at a ballgame downtown, 
and then safely drive. 
However, if you want 
torely on a personal 
breathalyzer for deciding 
ifyou arereally in the 
clear technically, this little 
baby does not seem to 
be the ticket- grab a cab 
or wait Until they finish 
the 91h inning; baseball 
is an epic sport and is 
best savored over time 
·anyway. 
I'm not 
giving up on this idea 
completely, but I think 
this is an issue that is not 
so easy to resolve yet. 
Technology is always 
improving and perhaps 
something better wili 
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come along soon. Saab must have a lot of confidence 
in their Alcokey to potentially tie is to the safe running 
of their vehicle. It could also be that I've completely 
missed something in my analysis, plus I didn't have the 
funds to buy every version of a personal breathalyzer 
on the market, but I suspect they all have the same basic 
shortcomings whether due to recalibration or allthe 
variables that might make their readings inaccurate. I'm 
just saying I would not rely on this device .to accurately 
tell me how capable I am of driving safely any more than 
I would rely on the 61h birthday question. 
Why did! reference the 6ih birthday question in 
the article title? Well, in criminal procedure you find out 
that answering this question when you .are in custody is 
testimonial and thus should be suppressed evidence if you 
are asked it in violation of your Fifth Amendment rights. 
Also, basically whenever I think about breathalyzers, 
I think intoxication and when I think intoxication, I . 
remember almost not getting into a club the day after 
learning about the 61h birthday question because one of 
the security guard~ asked me the date of my 23rd birthday 
and I tried to correct him and asked if he was trJing to dp 
the 61h birthday test on me. 
He said no, that he and another bouncer came 
up with the 23rd birthday question themselves and then 
he asked how much I'd had to drink up to that point. I 
said this was my first stop and he responded by applying 
the even harder test of spelling my name backwards, last 
and then first name. Breathalyzers seem much easier, 
but personal ones - at least this most advertised of all 
the current ones anyway - do not inspire the confidence 
I would want to trust my life with. Maybe they'll make 
something to ask me the date of my 6th birthday instead 
- ifl have my lawyer present to drive me home. 
Update: Before taking the unit back, I gave it 
one last try: shout-out to Mikia s birthday party at the 
Blarney Stone. It seemed to work and correlated to what 
I would estimate my BA C would be based on the DMV 
Charts. However, 1 in 5 tries is not a great outcome 
unless I just didn't have a notable BA C the other 4 times. 
Maybe a drink per hour or so is a pretty good estimate; 
the problem just may lie in how well people count their 
drinks over time. Of course if you lose count,· -thats a -
good sign you shouldtak(! a cab no matter what any 
breathalyzer says or DMVchart may estimate .. 
. UltfmateJ~, b~ca,us(! the C(Jnseqzu:_nces qre so . 
high and there are still the issues of recalibration and 
also of countless other variables that could influence 
the accuracy of the outcome, I'm still very skeptical 
about trustir1g this thing other than as.a conversation 
transition point: "So you want to go to my car anddo a. 
breathalyzer? Its okay; J'mgoing to be a lawyer." On 
second thought, don 't trust that either - our reputations 
are already shot in the public consciousness enough and 1 
doubt it would work anyway. While the idea of a personal 
breathalyzer may not be the most horrible thing in the 
world, in reality they are still far from the bright-line we 
all wish they were after the first glass. 
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appellate court had to define safe sex: A man sued his 
long-term glrlfriendfornegligence when a change 
in positioning during consensual sexual intercourse · . 
caused "the defendant [to land] awkWardly on the ' 
plaintiff, thereby causing him to sliffer a penile , 
fracture." To ahswer the question that must spring to 
mind; yes, yes, she got off on the charge. . . . · 
. That ifyou could quote from Chappelle's Show; . 
Simpsons; Family Guy; Sopranos or saw last night's · 
· Spottscenter you could spark a conversation with any · L. 
random law student. · 
. . 
mate raised a hand to be a superstar vollinteer 
student and then said "What's the question?" If you 
are· going to arn~wer a question· in class maybe you . 
should know what it is aboµt! Justa thought. 
Blow: who woi.tld have thought that a simple act of 
passion in the library would be dissected, with more 
.interest that ah appointment to the Supreme Court . 
Seeing your classmates jump into.aJello pudding 
· wrestlin~ match, the first week oflaw schooi ."Stay · 
Classy San·Diego!" 
Watching my boy get busted in the middle of 
Corporations class for falling asleep - it was even . 
'~Don't go!" 
. Do not believe evetythin,g you hear 
. . . . . Thatsoinepeople arejµsthorriblepersons and they 
. will be your friends · · · 
· Thatnomatterwhatyoµrrealnameis,youwillend · 
up witha nickname and ifyouknow me you probably. 
have atleast two; . . . 
That you loved. her . 
Random observations: 
San Diego politics should be made info a sitcom· ·. · 
. between strip club scandals and bribes from def:nse 
The amusement you felt when youheard law .. funnier, knowing that .Qis friend sat beside him and . . contractors the city has had more drama than a . 
teenager eriterjng a new school.How many cities . students. calling each other nerds _: face it to the rest · 
. of the world we are all nerds. 
. Sex and schoolpolitics do not mix 
· That motions had a cool new writer . 
MEMORABLE MOMENTS IN CLASS AND SCHOOL: 
. !have always claimed that my class/section was better 
than any other: chemistry, humor and the rightmix ofa 
superiority complex ... ''She cannot answer that question 
because she is Canadian.; .so you're from Texas that's . 
worse; yeah well at least we are not Section C!" ·. 
A. We took shots in class with our professor: An 
. interesting experience when a handle of nim was 
broken out, plastic shot glasses were handed out. 
including to the professor who sipped (I neyer knew· 
a shot of.ruin could be sipped -Over an hour) hfs shot 
while the rest of class polinded our shots to celebrate 
. the end ofourfirst year. . . . . . . ·. 
B. · Turning around in confusion as to why my classmate 
sounded like Darth Vader orily to see him: weating . 
a motor cycle helmet while talking to our professor. · 
•To his· credit our professor responded to the question 
before mquiring as to the reason forthe head gear. 
C. "I'm sorry I cannot answer that question because I 
know for a fact that my opponent and my partner are 
drinking buddies and both should be taken offthis . 
. presentation" "Me? He comes.drinking with us too!" . 
"No sir, she is lying when shesays thatlknowthis 
because I go drinking with them!" . . 
D. Since everyone in civilprocedure had the same 
outline one could predict word for word the 
responses that would be given to a question. 
E. Hearing the words '' ... and this man had a Huge Sack 
of Nuts" in.the middle of a contracts class! 
F. Pounding tequila shots in the parking lot with a 
professor. I know' most first year classes take shots 
. or drink champagne after completing their first set of 
finals, but a real class pours shots down their throats, 
_drinks champagne and forces/requests/cajoles a · 
professor into joining them. 
G. Watchillg the 25 year old roommate try to get off 
the hook in class by claiming that the young lady · 
in the case was his· sistei;.and as such the case was 
too painful to talk about, even though the case was 
from 15 years before his birth and he and the lady iri 
question were of different races. · . 
R . Watching your friend drink so much before class 
that upon reaching. Tax class, phrases like "What's 
the tax on a whore?" just kept floating out! Ahl will 
miss watching libatjon.s ac~g as h~brications for the 
·.mouth. · 
.· Law Students, Faculty, ·and Staff· 
Make .LRAP, Poker Tournament, a .··· 
Success 
by :{(irsten Widner, Contributor 
·:.I.. heannualLoanRepayment .··· ·. ·. 
··. ·. . ·.·. Assist~nce Program (LRAP) fund-
... . · ·. · · raising drive added nearly $29,000to 
· . · · · the USP School of Law LRAP fund. 
The Public Interest Law Foundation (PILF) .·· 
sponsored the fund drive during the week of 
Match 27-31 to raise money for USD graduates 
who practice public interest law. The LRAP . 
fund assists public interest attorneys who make 
less than $45,000 a year to repay student loan· 
debts ofover$65,000. . · 
LRAP was established in 1993, through 
the inspiration and advocacy of PILF's faculty 
advisor, Julie D' Angelo Fellmeth. The program 
was recentlyrevised by Assistant Dean of 
. watched him: get called on and did not wake him up ... 
M. The Dean singing karaoke · 
Things that someone should have told us before we 
entered law school: · 
. , "~ .. ~'Do nottrusLpeqple" ,. . .,, 
"You will meet some of the nicest and most 
conniving people .. :" 
"Keep a grip on who you are, because.it is stressful 
. arid youwill encounteralotofpower-hungry,lying, . 
phony people that you normally wouldn't have run 
across: You see these people every day arid you start 
to lose faith in hlimanity, but remember this isn't 
everybody and youdon'tbafta actlike that neither." 
"Sometimesyoucan be smprised bypeople;s 
generosity;' . . · . • ·. · . . 
.·"Talk to the people who've already b~en .thru it i.e. 
·• the upper years, but take their advice with a grain of 
. . salt because they'll all have different opinions too, 
use the damn sense God. gave yo11" .. 
"because lots ofpeopleare·in the.sameboaf' 
"Outside life stillhappens! Swallow your pride; if 
you don't necessarily do as well as you thought you · 
would and ask people for help if you rieed it'' · 
. And the number one response: . . 
. have had a mayor resign, the acting mayor get busted · 
· for 'stripper-gate' and theri had to watch a mayoral 
election that solved nothing since it ledto another· 
bitter election? llove it! Oh and do n-Ot forget we are 
. "America's Finest City" · · 
I find itfuriny that though you are a grown woman 
you wiU have to hide your hickey out of shame .. 
. · The young ladies in law school are defiriitely . · 
. .. superior fo the ladie~ who enter medical school! 
The riumber ofmmorities entering USD has 
. definitely gone up, l will take all the credit for it 
despite having little if anything to do with it. · . 
Having a picture of me pn the front page orthe USD · 
·website under ."current students"· is genius arid great 
marketing: Using the worst picture I have taken in 
. the last 5 years, now that alniost seems cruel. 
.• So l cannot enll this article without acknowledging 
a sigruficarit amount ofpeople (peeps for those familiar 
. with the rap vernacular of today's youth) Shout outs to . 
my peeps! Jackie (arguments, joy, sadness, family traunia 
and victories; you have helped me through thick and thin 
even with theaid of a few pinches - congrats on making 
it through and carrying me right along with you) , Greg 
(I know you hate your nickname so Iwillnot use it here 
. deL .. );.foe, Dan (roommateswho we~e-willing to put 
up with my craziness) Pierre AKA Sand Assassin (your · 
. threats only tnake'me stronger), Maryam, financial aid 
and adl11issions offices (thanks for callirig to encourage. 
me to attend USD) Tiffany (you were my first dance in 
law school) , Section B (with "reasoned. elaboration of 
· existing arrangements" there are none better), my editors 
LauraandAaruni (thiµiks for being crazy enough tolet · 
me write in Motions), Becky, Ben(spider solitaire king 
thank goodness we finally got wireless internet) and just 
·. to cover my tail end the lL, 2L, 3L and 4L classes ·Of 
USD. oh• and since every rapper in the world cannot end 
a speech withouta shout outto these entities: 1 want to . 
· thank God 'because through him all things are po'ssible', 
my brother and my Mom and Dad thank you all, I love .. 
you! · 
AaronM. Dumas Jr. 
If you think the above.paragraph was sappy gef 
your blotting paper because here I go: It has been my 
privilege and joy to write for Motions this last year, USD 
has been one ofthe best things that has ever happened to 
me, { will miss you all .anci look back at my three years • 
here fondly. We are all parts of a noble profession; as we 
move on from USD go forth with your heads heidhigh 
and your hearts pure! · 
Thank you; · 
The Cali Jamaican! 
.Kirsten Widner is the current President of PILF. 
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MOTIONS April 2006 
ATTENTION USD 1&2LS! 
SIGN UP NOW & LOCK IN YOUR RATE 
BEFORE PRICES GO UP IN AUGUST! 
4 9 7 6 This is the time to get started on your fi.na·ls! Don't 
be the only one not taking advantage of Bar/Bri's 
law school study aids which include comprehensive· 
outlines for 1st yr & upper level courses, studysmart 
software, live and video lectures on major law school 
subjects (Final Exam Review Lectures Series), and 
MPRE study materials! 
3 . 
2 1- . 5 ...·.·•·· :: 
7 4 a 
.. 
'7.···.··.· 8 3 
HARD #.o 
Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9. 
MOST STUDENTS WILL BE WORKING OR VACATIONING· . l . . ' . - . 
. IN AUGUST, SO DON'T WAIT UNTIL THEN TO ,SAVE 
Solution page 2. 
What is Vis Moot?-
. by Thomas Feiter, Senior Staff Writer 
I think it is .fair to say. th·. at.mos.t laws.tu. den· .. ts hav. e. heard of the Mock Trial Team and the Appellate Moot Court Board; But what is this Vis Moot all 
about? I asked myself this question when I saw 
signs around campus and heard people talking about it. 
So I took it upon myself to inquire as to what kind of 
organization it is .. 
According to Karen Luong; "The format of 
Vis Moot Arbitration Competitions resemble moot 
court appellate hearings in that team members must be 
prepared to be intetffipted with questions from three 
arbitrators hearing their case. However, unlike an 
appellate moot court hearing, all parties are seated at a U-
shaped table, and the atmosphere is slightly less formal." 
USD Vis Moot team members compete in the 
Willem C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration 
Moot; held annually in Vienna, Austria and Hong Km1g, 
China. These tournaments encompass no holds barred 
battle royals, in which teams from Singapore to America 
to Germany attempt to out-brief and out-fight the others. 
But what does international arbitration entail? "It's kind 
of like an hour long appellate moot court argument ... " 
says Vis Moot team co-founder Michael Klippert, "except 
that the ~hree arbitrators can chop up your speaking time _ 
any way they see fit. Oh yeah, and there's no such thing 
as stare decisis! Americans can check their concept of 
collll11on law at the door." 
Generally speaking, the goal of the Vis Moot 
competition is to foster the study of international _ 
commercial law and arbitration for resolution of 
international business disputes through its application to a 
concrete problem of a client. The competition also seeks 
to train law leaders of tomorrow in methods of alternative 
dispute resolution. This year, the students USD chose 
to send abroad to represent us were Min Kang, Karen 
Luong, Jean Wu: Mana Mahecha, Dustin Jones, William 
Restis, Peter Rosel, Sondra Levine, and Nicole Bayer. 
Why does the Vis Moot team train for such a 
fish out of water experience? "The Wiener-Schnitzel, of 
course," says Klippert. "Dubious Viennese culinary tastes 
aside, competing iri the Vis Moot is a career building 
experience for the team." ·Klippert went on to discuss 
how, in his travels, he learned how many of the world's 
businesspeople abhor the American system of public 
litigation, and se". international arbitration as a private, 
cost-effective and timely means t.o resolve their disputes. 
The Vis Moot offers American students the chance to 
gain valuable experience in the fast-grmying field of 
international arbitration, and exposes them to the legal 
practices of other cultures. · 
YOURSELF $100.00 OR MORE BECAUSE YOU MIGHT 
JUST MISS THE DEADLINE. 
Since its 
inception in Vienna 
in 1993, the Vis Moot 
Program has grown from 
11. teams representing , 
YOU CA~ ENROLL ON-LINE ATWWW.BARBRl.COM , SIGN 
UPWITH YOUR SCHOOL'S BAR/BRIHEPRESENTATIVE OR 
STOP BYYOUR LOCAL BAR/BRl OFFICE 
9 countries to over 150 
teams today. Every year 
the numbers increase, 
BAR/BRI BAR REVIEW- SAN DIEGO 
3990 OLD TOWN AVENUE, STE. A., 111 
as more law students 
discover the benefits of 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110 
· what has become one of 
the premiere international 
student competitions in 
the world. 
The founders of the Vis Moot Program here at . 
USD were Michael Klippert, Anica John, Min Kang, Bill · 
· Restis, and Karen Luong. Th~ Vis Moofteam is now in 
. its second year and competing in both Hong Kong and 
Vienna. Since it was started, the team has participated in 
TEL: (619) 298-3240 
FAX: {6t9) 298-3287 
three tournaments in Viem1a, Austria and Hong Kong, 
China. 
Ifyou think you might be interested in getting 
involved with the Vis Moot Team, you can contact 
Bruce Elder or just keep an eye out for their recruiting 
announcements next year. 
Thank you for MaKing LRAP a Success 
The PubHc Interest Law Fo]..1ndation would like to tllank ever)'one o . 
supported our recent· LRAP fund drive •. 
· Special thanks to: 
· tiu~·Pri:u;.Gatharifl§ValtifJl:Hm 
Mattnew !(!ng 
H~v-.. rr~~ 
Erin ?.alzioos 
lfl'ooncobb 
Our Prizle,tmnsting·spons:Ors· 
&littlrl 
wmaw. 
Mf, ~lHxl!(s .· ... 
Oµr ~11<lte d!Jnnrs . .. . ·. .· . . . ..... • 
Md alWW: lotm l:JUSlle!jse!1WhQ ~UPP~ WI> mfa 
ywar 
lkeiraey and to increase 
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